October 26, 2011

Classic Glamour Brow
Hope you are all enjoying what seems to be a
spectacular fall! Just two more fall 2011 trend looks to
discuss and we will be on to Holiday 2011. Can you
believe it??

I think the hair and makeup I am seeing is just overthe-top this year and the classic glamour brow is,
well...classic. Think of all the stars past and present
that define their own individual beauty with their ahmah-zing arches, such as: Grace Kelly, Audrey
Hepburn, Angelina Jolie, Megan Fox, and Brooke
Shields. The classic glamour brow stands the test of
time and, like all classic looks, you can never make a
beauty faux-paux creating or wearing one.

Step-by-Step Classic Glamour Brows
1. People!! It's all about tweezing to perfection!! No
great brow becomes one without a bit of prep. I L-OV-E the way a pair of great tweezers can clean and
shape the brow area. Waxing can also work wonders
BUT only if it is done by a real pro. I've seen some scary
(and I mean keep you up in the middle of the night
scary) wax jobs out there, so I opt for tweezers and a
steady hand. Don't forget that a small pair of scissors is
imperative as well.

2. Pencil in the brows with a pencil just a bit lighter
than the natural hair of the brow. Fill in until the proper
dimension is achieved (refer to any of my books or to
watch it LIVE, check out the Academy tutorial on
brows). The glamour brow is a bit longer than a "basic"
brow, so feel free to extend out a bit.

3. Use my angled brow brush #1 to "blend" brow
pencil into the brows and then follow with a brow
powder applied on top of the brow pencil. This shade
should be the same color as the natural brow hair.

4. Continue to use the angled brow brush #1 to finetune and perfect the brow. The firmness of the bristles
on this brush really makes the difference by really
working and blending the brow color into the brows
rather than sitting on top of the brows.

